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Introduction

Decades ago, the pharmaceutical industry stepped into the 
digital realm in small, finite ways. At first, that may have looked 
like a brochureware website; later, a social media profile. Each 
baby step was long-discussed and much-worried-over. 

Today, as pharma marketers use technology every day to 
make our dreams reality, we know that dreaming big is almost 
never a bad idea. And South By Southwest (SXSW), the Austin-
based conference that brings together the greatest minds in 
technology and culture, reminds us to think big, which is why 
it’s always on Intouch’s list.  

From 3-D printed sushi to sloth-led meditation, from freshman 
politicians like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez to octogenarian 
entertainers like Frank Oz, the Intouch team found all kinds 
of inspiration at SXSW this year. But the connect-the-dots 
moments, in which trends arise between disparate sessions, 
are what we really come for. 

At SXSW 2019, we saw three powerful overarching 
concepts emerge: 

• The consumerization of healthcare. 
• The pressing need for data reformation.
• The crisis of trust and loneliness.

Executive Summary

Healthcare consumerization: As patients make more of 
their own healthcare decisions, the structure and function 
of the healthcare system are evolving. Today, only 20% of a 
person’s healthcare decisions are driven by conversations 
with their doctor: the other 80% is determined outside the 
office. Yet our industry has focused away from the end user 
of our products. Providers, not patients, have been catered 
to by most healthcare systems, with the patient a second 
thought. Pricing pressures, legislation, and technology are 
changing this. Facing U.S. healthcare prices that are getting 
international attention, patients are making the most of their 
unprecedented ability to connect and to gather and share 
information. Consumers are calling, and will increasingly call, 
the shots. Some companies are capitalizing on this. Others 
will struggle to catch up. 

Data reformation: Data has always been vital to science, 
but today’s AI-powered breakthroughs cannot function 
without vast quantities of high-quality data. That’s a problem, 
and it’s complicated: first, by the increasing, often-justified 
privacy worries of consumers and regulators; and then, by 
the stubbornly siloed data sets that remain unable to work 
together. Everyone wants fascinating, sci-fi, AI solutions, but 
the reality is that AI that isn’t just smoke and mirrors; requires 
a lot of painstaking data maintenance, processing and analysis 
behind the scenes. 

Isolation, trust, and loneliness: Today, our global culture has 
less confidence than ever in who we are told to trust and what 
we are told to believe. We feel overwhelmed by information 
yet underinformed; tethered to our devices but disconnected 
from each other. As a result, we seek out experiences that 
make us feel safer, calmer, able to trust. We can help address 
this longing. We can help patients, caregivers, and healthcare 
professionals find the answers, the connection to each other, 
and the treatments they need. We can be respected sources, 
and still be understanding and authentic. 

Today, as pharma marketers use 
technology every day to make our 
dreams reality, we know that dreaming 
big is almost never a bad idea.



What it all means for pharma: As people take more control 
of their health and healthcare, seeking to improve their 
wellness, they’re also seeking connection and trust. Brands 
and providers can stay top of mind by offering more disease-
related education, more patient-assistance opportunities, and 
more transparency when it comes to pricing — but to do it right, 
they’ll need to combine data-powered AI (that makes it possible 
to target precisely and offer uniquely helpful solutions) with 
a uniquely humanist, personal approach that’s the opposite 
of robotic. 

Healthcare Consumerization

“We’re headed to an age of healthcare consumerism.”
— John Fistner, CEO, AblePay Health

Many speakers at this year’s SXSW discussed the legion  
of issues facing American healthcare:

• The richest nation in the world spends 19% of our GDP 
on healthcare yet has some of the worst health outcomes.

• Half of Millennials have no primary relationship with  
a healthcare provider. 

• The healthcare system is built for providers, with everything 
from schedules to “inventory” (that is, waiting rooms full of 
patients) organized based upon the benefit to the provider, 
not the patient.

• Racial and gender bias, abuse, and access issues  
remain systemic.

• Insurance companies and hospitals have no incentive 
to lower costs.

• The cost burden has shifted to employers and consumers, 
who are underinformed and unable to mobilize efficiently.

Experts across multiple industries predicted that these pressures 
will power increasing consumer independence, which will 
fundamentally change healthcare in the near future. 

At SXSW, the consensus was that the current system is broken. 
From incremental solutions to drastic overhauls, many fixes 

were presented, but the consistent theme throughout all  
of them was this shift to consumerism or “health activism”.

CONSUMERS ARE TAKING CONTROL OF HEALTHCARE, 

PERSONALLY AND CULTURALLY 

As patients are making more decisions, the system’s structure 
and function are fundamentally changing. Today, only 20%  
of a person’s healthcare is driven by what happens in their 
time with a doctor; the other 80% is driven by lifestyle and 
health choices made before and after those moments. 

A number of sessions discussed how fears of the system  
are driving people to avoid medical assistance. These include 
undocumented people, abuse survivors, and uninsured and 
underinsured Americans. Maria Cramer, a Boston Globe 
journalist, spoke of witnessing a badly injured woman, 
surrounded by people who had just moved a train to save  
her, refusing ambulatory care for fear of the cost.

More positive examples of the shift to healthcare consumerism 
were explained by a career healthcare administrator and 
integrative medicine school CEO Maria Faria: As the public 
works to keep [themselves] out of the healthcare system, 
preventative and proactive health maintenance activities 
may be given precedence. This push can shape a system 
that better addresses nutrition, fitness, and mental health 
issues, which will improve healthcare expenses and outcomes 
drastically. As cardiovascular surgeon Hector Fernandez put  
it: “I love what I do, but my job doesn’t have to exist.” 

TECHNOLOGY IS EMPOWERING CHANGE 

Some argue that the Affordable Care Act was the tipping 
point, but the consumerization of healthcare has been ongoing 
for some time, as technological capabilities and cultural norms 
have expanded. For instance, 50 years ago, procedures like 
pregnancy tests were only administered in a professional’s 
office; now, women perform them at home every day. 

Maria Cramer spoke of witnessing a badly 
injured woman, surrounded by people who 
had just moved a train to save her, refusing 
ambulatory care for fear of the cost.
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Mass investment in health tech was evident throughout 
Austin at SXSW, with hundreds of futuristic inventions on 
display on the streets, in sessions, at events, and on the floor 
of the SXSW trade show. And over $100 billion was invested 
in healthcare VC last year, much for tech enablement. A lot 
of this progress is evolving from data-powered technology like 
artificial intelligence and machine learning, which are speeding 
the pace and breadth of these changes.

REGULATORS ARE BRINGING TRANSPARENCY,  

AND SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS 

As one moderator opined, “‘patient’ is a dirty word; they’re 
‘consumers.’” The sentiment speaks to a mindset shift from 
passive recipient to active decision-maker — a shift not only 
in the individual’s own mindset, but also in the way they’re 
viewed by the healthcare system. 

The transparency requirements developed late last year by 
the Centers for Medicare & Medicad Services demonstrate 
this in their call for price transparency for both hospitals and 
drugmakers. The goal of regulations like these is to empower 
consumers to make better-informed choices. 

While freshman New York senator Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez advocated for a single-payer system at SXSW — as 
did several other speakers — others, like writer Janis Powers, 
called for abolishing insurance and instituting health savings 
plans through which consumers would pay directly for care. 
Meanwhile, entrepreneurs like John Fistner are capitalizing 
upon the gaps in the system and offering services to help 
patients take control of their healthcare costs.

Whether legislative or entrepreneurial, change is afoot.  
As Dr. Chitra Akileswaran noted, “I think the doctor visit as the 
fundamental unit of care is going away — and I don’t think that’s 
a bad thing.” At SXSW 2019, we heard many experts reflect this 
thought. The public are demanding informed conversations: 

the ability to have agency and choices and knowledge. They’re 
seeking to be, not patient patients, but proactive people. 

And if traditional decision-makers feel nervous about the 
new power of the patient, it might help them to consider 
what Ocasio-Cortez pointed out: “When you feel like you 
don’t matter, you don’t get involved.” When you do feel like 
you matter, however, you are far more likely to take an active 
role — and engaged, involved, active patients are a force for 
health that we can all support. 

WHAT PHARMA CAN DO 

Ideally, this powerful consumer choice will likely have 
positive effects on consumer health. Brands and providers 
will be motivated to offer more education and lifestyle tools 
to differentiate their brands, with the happy effect that 
consumer knowledge will increase. Pharma should continue 
building and promoting patient-assistance offerings and 
disease education to help power this change.

Pharma can also embrace price transparency regulations.  
In the short term, direct price versus insured price may  
be difficult to define, but over time, transparency will help 
reduce the compounding charges that patients are paying 
for their treatment. Also, it will help to out the “bad seeds” of 
healthcare, whose actions have tarnished them and the well-
intentioned players alike.

Lastly, pharma can, as Otsuka’s Mary Michael pointed out, 
do more than listen. We have the power to invent solutions 
to help improve patient health and outcomes. As she put it: 

“We’ve listened to the patient voice for years, but we’re finally 
paying attention … We need to listen and act.”

Technology’s impact on healthcare:

50 years ago, procedures like  
pregnancy tests were only administered 
in a professional’s office; now, women 
perform them at home every day.
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Data Reformation

“Information shouldn’t be a privilege.”
— Dr. Rashmi Kudesia, CCRM Fertility Houston

Data has always been vital to science. But today’s artificial-
intelligence-powered breakthroughs cannot function without 
vast quantities of high-quality data. Data is the air AI breathes; 
the blood that keeps the AI heart pumping — choose your 
own metaphor. 

This sounds great at first. Data? We have more data today 
than we know what to do with. According to IBM, 90% of all 
data ever was created in the last two years: 2.5 quintillion 
bytes per day. That sounds like enough data to do anything. 
But it’s not quite that easy.

THREE MAIN COMPLICATIONS EXIST — BUT PHARMA CAN 

HELP WITH EACH OF THEM

01. Some systems still aren’t optimized to 
collect data, or the right data, or do it efficiently 
or effectively. Electronic health records are 

widespread, but anyone reading this can think of a recent 
time in which they had to fill out health information forms 
using paper and pen. 

What pharma can do: Everyone wants fascinating, sci-fi, AI 
solutions, but the reality is that, to get AI that truly matches 
expectations and isn’t just smoke and mirrors, it requires 
a lot of painstaking work behind the scenes that isn’t very 
glamorous: compliant processes built carefully, followed by 
extensive ongoing data gathering, processing, storage,  
and analysis. 

The work will pay off, though. As Dr. Edward Ellison of 
Permanente said, the more data we bring together, the better 
predictions will be, and the better interventions will be. 

02. The often-justified privacy worries of 
consumers and regulators mean that it can  
be hard to get approval to collect and analyze 

useful data. “It creeps people out,” admitted venture 
capitalist Lisa Suennen, “but it’s being done.” Regulations 
like Europe’s GDPR are beginning to help the public feel 
safer, but there’s much still to do. 

What pharma can do: We can help the public understand 
what’s really in play, and see that it’s not as scary, and much 
more helpful, as they might think. We’re far from AI fully 
diagnosing patients, as Dr. Ira Nash said. AI systems can 
be trained very specifically to work well, but as he pointed 
out, while they might catch a lung nodule on an X-ray, they 
would miss the broken rib on the same scan. 

What data-powered systems will do, though, he explained, 
is change the location of testing: “Technology moves tests 
from medical to consumer environments.” Brands can look at 
how AI systems could help their patients and HCPs by making 
diagnosis and monitoring simpler, easier, and cheaper. This can 
help make compliance — and healthcare — that much easier.

03. Related to both of the first two, far too 
much data still lives in stubbornly siloed data 
sets that are unable to work together. In “How 

Blockchain Can Tackle the Opioid Epidemic,” we learned 
how many different organizations, working in parallel to 
create tech solutions to help opioid addiction, are hindered  
by the inability to share data.  

What pharma can do: Dr. Ellison quoted Bill Gates: “We 
always overestimate the change that will occur in the next 
two years and underestimate the change that will occur in 
the next 10.” The end of that quotation is, “Don’t let yourself 
be lulled into inaction.”

Science hasn’t mastered precision medicine yet; the world 
isn’t running on blockchain; your refrigerator doesn’t build you 
a dinner recipe based on your blood pressure and weight. The 
experts at SXSW acknowledged this. “Genetically targeted 
treatment is way more complicated than we thought,” said  
Dr. Nash frankly.

But just because we’re not living in the Jetsons’ future 
doesn’t mean we aren’t living in the future. As Suennen 
pointed out, instead of precision medicine, right now we 
can be thinking about “precision health.” We can use digital 
therapeutics to figure out what will help patients to stay 
adherent; when they might be struggling; how we can help. 
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Isolation, Loneliness, Distrust

“People just want to know they’re not alone.”
— Mary Michael, Otsuka

In Austin at SXSW, as the Intouch team debriefed nightly 
to connect emerging themes, we were surprised to find an 
unexpected topic appearing from sessions throughout the 
conference. From politics to gaming, tech to film, the concept 
of isolation kept coming up: people’s increasing feelings of 
loneliness and decreasing feelings of trust and connection. 

Speaker Brené Brown called it “high lonesome,” after the 
genre of bluegrass music of that name. She explained the 
difference between belonging (like empathy, a fully shared 
experience in which you can truly be yourself) and fitting  
in (like sympathy, a more effortful, arms-length attempt  
to connect). She has said, 

“The world feels high lonesome and heartbroken to me right 
now. We’ve sorted ourselves into factions based on our politics 
and ideology. We’ve turned away from one another and toward 
blame and rage. We’re lonely and untethered. And scared.  
So damn scared.

But rather than coming together and sharing our experiences 
through song and story, we’re screaming at one another from 
further and further away. Rather than dancing and praying 
together, we’re running from one another. Rather than pitching 
wild and innovative new ideas that could potentially change 
everything, we’re staying quiet and small in our bunkers and 
loud in our echo chambers.” 

In line with this, one of the “non-obvious trends changing 
the future” that speaker Rohit Bhargava explained was the 
trend toward backstories. Talking about to deeper meaning, 
rather than reciting one’s credentials, has always been a far 
more compelling method to engage someone. He also talked 
about “retro trust” – that people increasingly seek deliberate 
downgrades, away from the latest digital possibilities, in favor 
of feeling untethered and hoping to find truth in our nostalgia 
for simpler times. 

Our team heard panelists discuss the dichotomy of 
“Designing for Emotional Experiences”: when you wish 
to engage people to converse and spread the word about 
something, you seek to help them to share on social media 
easily. However, when you wish to engage people directly 
and emotionally, you seek to disconnect them from devices 
and create experiences where a device is secondary, 
unnecessary, or even prohibited.

Even in more technical sessions, such as “Shifting 
Healthcare Costs Impact Patient & Provider,” the concept 
came up. Speaker John Fistner pointed out that the purpose 
of organizations like his startup AblePay was to be a helpful 
liaison in the healthcare process. “You don’t have to feel 
you’re alone in this,” he said. 

Feeling isolated is a global concern. In the UK, a Minister 
of Loneliness was appointed in 2018 to address the 
issue, a project first championed by MP Jo Cox, who was 
murdered by a white supremacist terrorist in 2016. In 2017, 
a government report by the Jo Cox Commission found 
that loneliness was as harmful to health as smoking 15 
cigarettes a day. London was found to be the loneliest city  
in the world, with New York a close second.

Part of the reason for the global loneliness epidemic is that 
it’s far easier to give ourselves virtual experiences than real 
ones. Speaker Ryan Groves noted, “We’re statistical beings; 
what we see more, we like more.” He went on to explain the 
power of repetitive exposure in moving people from fear, 
to discomfort, to ease, to active enjoyment. Whether it’s  
a song we originally dislike that’s grown on us, the experience 
of using a new technology — or reminding ourselves how 
nice it is to call or visit someone rather than texting —  
we can’t underestimate (or not schedule for) the power  
of acclimatization. 

WHY IT MATTERS 

One problem with distrust, loneliness, and disconnection  
is that it isn’t simply a question of an uncomfortable mental 
state. Mental health issues express themselves in a variety 
of negative ways, including as physical pain, as Dr. Edward 
Ellison of Permanente noted in “Healthcare’s Digital 
Disruptors: Hope Vs. Hype.”

In 2017, a government report by the  
Jo Cox Commission found that loneliness 
was as harmful to health as smoking  
15 cigarettes a day.
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Another reason this matters so much is that the effects 
are far-reaching. As Senator Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez 
said, “When you feel like you don’t matter, you don’t get 
involved.” People who feel separate from society are unable 
to positively contribute to the degree they otherwise could. 
Whether this is patients not able to help each other, caregivers 
unable to seek support, healthcare professionals struggling 
with burnout — we have untapped resources who simply 
need help and connection to be able to offer a great deal 
more to all of us.

Conclusion

The pharmaceutical industry — and pharma marketers — have 
more data-powered abilities and possibilities at our fingertips 
than our predecessors ever dreamed possible, and if we take 
advantage of them now, our brands will be able to succeed 
today, and help even more people tomorrow. 

In a world of “health-washing” where healthy lifestyle 
branding is now espoused by everyone from Coca-Cola 
to your local hospital, “Who can you trust?” asked panelist 
Dawn Laguens of IDEO. 

We have the power to find the smartest ways to connect 
with our audiences, but we must do so in ways that are 
meaningful and honest. 

Stacey Abrams, in conversation with PBS’s Yamiche Alcindor, 
said, “People care about their lives [not your political party  
or brand]: whether you see them, their story, their pain.  
They need to be respected.” 

Harken back to leadership that feels retro in its humility, 
like the quiet response that Muppet inventor Jim Henson 
once gave to speaker Frank Oz. When Henson asked Oz to 
direct The Dark Crystal with him, Oz asked why. Henson 
replied simply, “Because I think it’ll be better.” 

As politician Stacey Abrams put it, “Don’t deny the 
conversation because you don’t have all the answers.”

Not having all of the answers can be the biggest possible 
catalyst. It can lead you to interact more effectively with 
your audiences, working with them to discover new things. 
It can remind you to be humble and transparent. And it can 
spur you to think big. 

Big ideas turn heads. They make a few people nervous.  
And they’re always worth talking about. Big ideas that make 
a difference are what this industry needs. That’s what we 
saw at SXSW, and what we work to remember every day 
for our clients. 
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In a world of “health-washing” where 
healthy lifestyle branding is now espoused 
by everyone from Coca-Cola to your local 
hospital, “who can you trust?”
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